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1. A glorious day is dawning, And
2. The advocates of error Fore-
3. The watch-word has been spoken, The

o'er the waking earth. The heralds of the
see the glorious morn, And hear in shrinking
light has broken forth. Far shines the blessed

morn-ing Are spring-ing in-to birth.
terro- r, The watch-word of re-form:
to- ken Up-on the start-tled earth.
In dark and hidden places There
It rings from hill and valley, It
To hearts and homes benighted The

shines the blessed light; The beam of Truth dis-
breaks oppression's chain. A thousand free-men
blessed Truth is given, And peace and love, u-

places The darkness of the night.
ral-ly, And swell the mighty strain.
nit-ed, Point up-ward un-to heaven.